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manager to identify the candidate control state with
the most desirable performance; iv) The system either
autonomously instructs the pertinent control deviceactuator(s) or informs the user to adjust the control
state.

ABSTRACT
In a simulation-assisted building systems control
approach, control decisions are made in that
presently available (conceivable) control options are
virtually projected onto a future time step.
Subsequently, the respective consequences (values of
pertinent performance indicators) are predicted,
compared, and ranked. The present paper explores
the potential of this approach in the realm of natural
ventilation.

APPROACH
The potential for the application of a simulationbased natural ventilation control strategy has been
addressed, in principle, in our previous publications
(Mahdavi and Pröglhöf 2005, 2004). In a recent
simulation study, we further explored the possibility
of simulation-assisted predictive control schemes for
window operation in office buildings.
Toward this end, we used the information collected
in a previous research project (Mahdavi 2007).
Thereby, a number of rooms had been selected in a
building in Hartberg, Austria (Table 1). All selected
offices face northeast. Windows are equipped with
external, manually operated shades as well as
curtains. The offices are naturally ventilated via
operable ("tilt and turn") windows.
We monitored external weather conditions and
indoor climate (in 6 offices on the 1st and 2nd floors
of this building) continuously over a period of eight
months. Moreover, we also monitored occupancy as
well as user control actions (lighting, shading, and
window operation).
Given general building information (geometry,
construction), local weather station data, as well as
detailed information on user presence and control
actions, we modeled the thermal performance of this
building. Using measured indoor data (room air
temperature), the simulation application (EDSL
2008) could be calibrated such that a sufficient
degree of agreement between measured and predicted
indoor conditions could be achieved. Figure 1 shows,
as an example, the simulated and measured indoor
temperature in an office for three days in May 2006,
together with outdoor temperature (θe).
Using the calibrated simulation model, we examined
the potential of a simulation-assited control of
window positions in an office in the above mentioned
building. The idea was to utilize the day-night
difference in outdoor air temperature toward passive
space cooling via optimized operation of natural
(window) ventilation. Toward this end, a control
scheme was conceived as follows: at a specific point

INTRODUCTION
We present recent results of a long term research
effort toward the implementation of a simulationbased approach for the operation of indoor
environmental control systems in buildings (Mahdavi
2008). Specifically, we address the potential of a
simulation-assisted operation of devices for natural
ventilation. The control system in the respective
scenario possesses an internal digital representation
consisting of room, weather, and occupancy models.
The room model entails information about building
geometry and components, as well as the position of
virtual sensors that monitor pertinent performance
parameters such as room air temperature and relative
humidity. The weather model is fed with real-time
weather station data. In general, the need for a
control action arises if a change occurs in one or
more of the following: a) Room configuration; b)
Outdoor conditions (temperature); c) Occupancy
(presence) and/or occupant settings (e.g., preferred
temperature, weights in the prescribed objective
functions).
To provide and maintain the desired performance
under dynamically changing internal and external
conditions, the proposed simulation-based control
system operates as follows: i) At regular time
intervals, the system considers a set of candidate
control states (i.e., a set of alternative combinations
of the states of control devices such as opening
degree of windows) for the subsequent time step; ii)
These alternatives are then virtually enacted via
numeric simulation, resulting in values for
corresponding performance indicators such as indoor
air temperature; iii) These results are compared and
ranked according to the preferences (objective
function) specified by the occupants and/or facility
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mperature for overheating (oC), and n the total
tem
num
mber of occuppied office hhours in day dj+1. Note
thatt the term θi – θr is connsidered only for those
hou
urs when θi > θr. In our illlustrative example, this
refeerence overheeating temperaature (θr) wass assumed
to be
b 26 oC.
Figu
ure 2 shows the simulatioon-based pred
dictions of
the indoor air tem
mperature in tthe selected office
o
over
d (dj+1) for various control options
the course of a day
Figure 2 inclludes also
as summarized in Table 3. F
door temperatture (θe).
outd
Tab
ble 3 shows the
t predictedd OHm valuess for each
scen
nario. The innformation inn this table provides
p
a
basis for proactive contrrol decision making
ncerning the proper
p
operatiion of window
ws toward
con
an optimized paassive coolingg strategy usiing nighttime ventilation.
Notte that in this illustrative exxample, the siimulationassiisted control functionality was merely emulated.
As a consequeence, predicttions of thee thermal
nditions in thee office were not based on
n real-time
con
weaather forecast,, but conducted using a weeather file
of the building's location. T
Thus, weatherr forecast
ors and their implications for the rankiing of the
erro
optiions are not considered. T
To start addreessing this
issu
ue, we repeatted the simullations under deviating
weaather forecast scenarios (seee Figure 3), involving
variious degrees of
o errors (e.g., a deviation of
o 1 to 1.5
K in
n outdoor tem
mperature and 10% in wind speed and
glob
bal horizontall irradiance). F
Figure 4 show
ws changes
in the
t course of the predicted indoor air temperature
duee to these alteernative weathher prediction
ns. Despite
thesse deviations, the system's original rank
king of the
con
ntrol options (see Table 2) rremained valiid also for
the alternative weather
w
forecaasts. Though far
f from a
proof, this result suggests thatt the relative ranking
r
of
ntrol options (ranking maatrix) in a siimulationcon
based systems control
c
scenaario may be somewhat
resiilient in the face of weeather forecaast errors.
Moreover, in a real system
m operation scenario,
paraametric simullations can runn on a continu
uous basis,
allo
owing thus foor regular readjustment of weather
foreecast data andd, in case neccessary, for reevision of
reco
ommended coontrol actions.

in time inn a typical sum
mmer day (dj), the control unit
applies simulation
s
to predict how various winndow
operationn regimes would affeect the inddoor
temperatuure in the off
ffices of the building
b
overr the
course of the followiing day (dj+1). An "operaation
t
context which windoows,
regime" denotes in this
when, how long, and too which extennt, are opened..
s
the weather foreecast
In an acttual control situation,
informatiion for the foollowing day is used as innput
informatiion for the sim
mulation runs.. Thus, amonggst a
number of discrete alternative
a
w
window
operaation
scenarioss, one could be selected, whhich, accordinng to
simulatioon results, would minimizees the overheaating
of the indoor air in thhe following day. To illusttrate
mber of alternaative
this proceess, Table 2 shows a num
window operation
o
scennarios (scheduule and degreee of
window opening)
o
in thhe selected offfice. Note thaat, in
this exam
mple, scenarrio S0 invollves no shading
operationn, whereas window
w
shadinng schedule was
identical in scenarios 1 to 6: shadees were deplooyed
m 6:00 to 18:00)
1
and were
w
during thhe day (from
retracted over the night (18:00 to 6:000).
Tabel 1
Externaal view of the selected officces and a typiccal
of
office
plan
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View
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Temperature [oC]
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mulation resullts is
Comparisson and rankiing of the sim
conductedd using Meaan Overheatinng (OHm) as the
relevant performance
p
indicator (Equuation 1).
n
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Figure 1 Com
mparison of thhe predictions of the
calibrated simulation appplication (ind
door
teemperature in an office oveer the course of 3 day)
measurementss
with coorresponding m

Where θi denotes indoor air room teemperature (oC)
C at
i day dj+1, θr the referrence indoorr air
hour i in
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Table 2
Illustrative alternative control scenarios considered
for window operation (opening degree in %) during
day (from 6:00 to 18:00) and night (from 18:00 to
6:00) in the selected office (window shades in
scenarios S1 to S6 are deployed from 6:00 to 18:00)
Scenario
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Window opening degree in %
6:00 to 18:00
18:00 to 6:00
3
1
3
1
30
1
30
30
10
10
10
30
3
30

Temperature [ oC]

28

Shading

We demonstrated an instance of a computational
emulation of a simulation-based control strategy in
the natural ventilation domain. While the experiences
to date underline the promise of the proposed
concept, many challenges must be resolved in the
course of ongoing and future research and
development. An actual implementation of a
simulation-based control strategy for the integrated
operation of multiple building systems requires full
interoperability of control device communication
protocols, high-resolution and seamless sensor and
actuator networks, substantial computational power,
and advanced search and optimization algorithms and
methods.

Temperature [oC]
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00:00

Time
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Figure 2 Simulation-based predictions of the indoor
air temperature in an office (day dj+1) for alternative
control scenarios (1 to 6 as per Table 3) together
with outdoor temperature (θe)
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Tabel 3
Ranking of control scenarios (day/night window
opening degrees as shown in Table 3) based on
predicted Mean Overheating (OHm)
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Figure 4 Simulation-based predictions of indoor air
temperature in an office (day dj+1) for scenario S6
(Table 3) under the assumption of the original as
well as two deviating weather forecasts
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Figure 3 The original weather forecast (regarding
outdoor air temperature and global horizontal
irradiance) together with alternative forecasts
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